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ABSTRACT.  Let F be a complete topological field. We undertake a

study of the ring C(X, F) of all continuous F-valued functions on a topological

space X whose topology is determined by C(X, F), in that it is the weakest

making each function in C(X, F) continuous, and of the ring C*(X, F) of all

continuous F-valued functions with relatively compact range, where the topology

of X is similarly determined by C*(X, F). The theory of uniform structures per-

mits a rapid construction of the appropriate generalizations of the Hewitt realcom-

pactification of X in the former case and of the Stone-Cech compactification of

X in the latter. Most attention is given to the case where F and X are ultrareg-

ular ; in this case we determine conditions on F that permit a development parallel

to the classical theory where F is the real number field. One example of such

conditions is that the cardinality of F be nonmeasurable and that the topology of

F be given by an ultrametric or a valuation. Measure-theoretic interpretations are

given, and a nonarchimedean analogue of Nachbin and Shirota's theorem concern-

ing the bornologicity of C(X) is obtained.

Our goal is to develop a theory parallel to that of realcompact spaces and

realcompactifications by replacing the topological field R of real numbers with a

complete topological field F, with emphasis on the case where F is ultraregular.

(An ultraregular space is a Hausdorff space for which the clopen sets form a basis, a

clopen set being one that is both open and closed. An ultranormal space is a Haus-

dorff space each closed subset of which has a fundamental system of neighborhoods

consisting of clopen sets. There exist ultraregular spaces that are not ultranormal

[25], [26].) Our emphasis on ultraregular fields is prompted by the fact that every

field whose topology is given by a valuation or an ultrametric is ultraregular (and,

in fact, is ultranormal).

If X and Y are topological spaces,   C(X, Y) denotes the set of all continuous

functions from X into Y, and C*(X, Y) denotes the set of all continuous func-

tions / from X into Y such that f(X) is compact. If F is a topological field,

C(X, F) and C*(X, F) are both F-algebras; if, moreover, F is locally compact,
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C*(X, F) is the F-algebra of all bounded, continuous, F-valued functions on X.

In § 1 we generalize the Stone-Cech compactification and obtain ultraregular

analogues of the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem and the characterization of the

Stone-Cech compactification ßX of X as the suitably topologized space of characters

of C*(X, R).

In §2 we develop a theory of F-repletions which generalizes that of realcom-

pactifications by replacing R with a separated, complete uniform space F. The

theory is developed by means of uniform spaces, but it is essentially equivalent to

the theory of F-compactifications developed by Mrcwka and others. The basic

theory flows easily from this development which, in addition, enables us to give new

proofs of known facts about N-replete (i.e., N-compact) spaces and new theorems

about F-repletions (i.e.,F-compactifications) for a large class of spaces F, including

N, and hence accounts for our choice. Moreover, this development seems parti-

cularly natural in view of the fact that the statement of the deepest and most im-

portant theorem about realcompactness, Shirota's theorem, involves uniform

structures. (Following Bourbaki and others, we use "F-replete" and "F-repletion"

rather than "F-compact" and "F-compactification" (although we use "realcompact"

and "realcompactification") because the theory is developed here by means of

uniform spaces, because the spaces encountered are quite remote from compact

spaces, and because one cannot omit "F" from "F-compact" or "F-compactifi-

cation" without risking grave misunderstanding.)

Our central results are given in §3, where we specialize to the case where F

is a complete ultraregular field, especially one whose topology is given by an ultra-

metric or a valuation. In §4 we give a measure-theoretic interpretation to certain

constructions, and in §5 we present a nonarchimedean analogue of the theorem of

Nachbin [20] and Shirota [28] characterizing those spaces C(X, R) that are bor-

nological for the topology of compact convergence.

1. The Banaschewski compactification. Let X and F be Hausdorff spaces.

We denote by C*(X, F) the weakest uniform structure on X making each fE

C*(X, F) uniformly continuous into the compact space f(X), equipped with its

unique compatible uniform structure. We shall say that X is F-completely regular

if C*(X, F) is compatible with the topology of X. By [5, Proposition 8, p. 203],

X is F-completely regular if and only if X is homeomorphic to a relatively compact

subset of the cartesian product FB for some set B. By [5, Proposition 3, p. 230],

C*(X, F) is a precompact uniform structure. Thus if X is F-completely regular,

the completion ßFX of X for C*(X, F) is a compactification of X, and each fE

C*(X, F) has a continuous extension to ßFX. It is easy to see that, if X and Y

are F-completely regular spaces, each fE C(X, Y) is uniformly continuous for
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C*(X, F) and C*(Y, F) and hence has a continuous extension ßFf: ßFX^>ßFY.

In particular, every continuous function from X into a compact, F-completely

regular space has a continuous extension to ßFX.

The R-completely regular spaces are, of course, precisely the completely reg-

ular spaces, and, by definition, ßKX is the Stone-Cech compactification ßX of X

for any completely regular space X. If F is ultraregular and contains at least two

points, it is easy to see that X is F-completely regular if and only if X is ultraregu-

lar. In this case, C*(X, F), and hence also ßFX, may be described intrinsically, as

follows: For each cover 1/ of X, we denote by W(\J) the subset \J{V x V: VE I/}

of X x X. A partition \J of X (that is, a cover of X by mutually disjoint subsets)

is open if each of its members is open (and hence closed). It is easy to verify that

{W(\I): 1/ is a finite open cover of X] is a fundamental system of entourages for a

uniform structure B0(X) on X; as X is ultraregular, B0(X) is compatible with

the topology of X. Moreover, each finite open cover 1/ consists of W(l/)-small

sets, so B0(X) is precompact, and therefore the completion ß0X of X for B0(X)

is a compactification of X, which we shall call the Banaschewski compactification

since it was first studied in [1]. One may readily show that if X is ultranormal,

then C*(X, R) = B0(X) and hence ß0X = ßX, by using the fact that an ultranormal

space has zero Lebesgue covering dimension (i.e., every finite open cover is refined

by a finite open partition) [21, 8-3]. More generally, if F is ultraregular and has

at least two points, one may easily show that C*(X, F) = B0(X) and hence ßFX=

ß0X. If Y is also ultraregular, it is natural in this case to denote the continuous

extension of fEC(X, Y) to a function from ßQX=ßFX into ßQY = ßFY by ßQf

rather than ßFf.

If C is a clopen subset of ultraregular X, its characteristic function is con-

tinuous from X into  {0,1} and hence has a continuous extension to ßQX; it

follows readily that the closure C of C in ß0X is clopen [23, Lemma 1.7.1].

Consequently, if 1/ is a finite open partition of X, the set f of closures in ßQX

of members of 1/ is a finite open partition of ß0X, and clearly W(V) = W(V); as

the fV(l/)'s form a fundamental system of entourages for the uniform structure of

ß0X, ß0X is ultraregular and hence ultranormal [1, Theorem 2], [21,84]. Sum-

marizing for ultraregular spaces, we have the following (essentially known) theorem:

Theorem 1. Let X bean ultraregular space. Then ß0X is an ultranormal

compactification of X, clopen subsets of X have clopen closures in ßQX, and for

each ultraregular space Y and each f E C(X, Y) there is a unique continuous func-

tion ß0f. ß0X-+ß0 Y extending f. If X is ultranormal, then B0(X) = C*(X, R)

and hence ß0X = ßX; if F is any ultraregular space containing at least two points,

then B0(X)=C*(X,F) and hence ß0X = ßFX.
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The definition of ß0X as the completion of C*(X, F) where F is the

discrete space of integers was first given in [23].  The Banaschewski compactifi-

cation of X has been extensively generalized. It is the F-compactification of X

where F is a two-point set [10].  It is also an example of a Wallman compacti-

fication, introduced in [11] and generalized in [13].

Our purpose in this section is to show that ßQX may be identified with

the set of characters of the F-algebra C*(X, F), where F is an ultraregular

topological field, and to obtain conditions on X and F sufficient for a descrip-

tion of ß0X as the set of all maximal ideals of C(X, F) (the analogue of the

Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem [12, 7.3]) or the set of all z-ultrafilters (determined

by F-valued continuous functions) on X (the analogue of [12, 6.5]).

Henceforth in this section, F is an ultraregular topological field, X an

ultraregular space.  For each fE C(X, F) we define Z(f) to be  {x E X:j\x)

= 0}.  An F-zeroset of X is any subset of X of the formZ(f) where/EC(X, F).

Lemma 1.  // m is a proper ideal of C(X, F), then O^Zi/) =£ 0, where

closure refers to ß0X.

Proof. Suppose that C\^mZ(f) = 0. As ß0X is compact, there exist

fy, ... ,fnE m such that C\"=lZ(f?) = 0. Therefore the complements of

Z(f¡), ... , Z(fn) form an open cover of ßQX, so as ß0X has zero Lebesgue

covering dimension, there is a finite open partition  {K,, ... , Vn] of ß0X such

that  V, C ß0X - Zlf¡) for all i E [1, n]. Consequently, C,= V,nX is a clopen

subset of X disjoint from Z(f¡), so the function gf: X —► F, defined by

g¡(x) = l/f¡(x) if x S C¡, g¡(x) = 0 if x E X - C¡, is continuous. Consequently,

1 = ^"-ig¡fi E m, a contradiction.

Theorem 2. Let X be a compact, totally disconnected space. For each

a EX, let m a = {fE C(X, F): f(a) = 0}.   Then a h> ma is a bijection from X

onto the set of all maximal ideals of C(X, F).

The assertion follows from Lemma 1 (cf. [12, 7.2]).

A character of an F-algebra A is a nonzero homomorphism from the F-al-

gebra A into the F-algebra F.

Theorem 3. For each aEß0X, let ua: fr^tfjyä), fEC*(X, F). Then

at~*ua is a bijection from ß0X onto the set H of all characters of the F-alge-

bra C*(X, F). Moreover, if H is equipped with the weakest topology such that,

for each fEC*(X,F), ur-*u(f) is continuous from H into F, then a\-+ua

is a homeomorphism. Finally, ai-»«"1^) is a bijection from ßQX onto the

set of all maximal ideals of C*(X, F).
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Proof. It is easy to verify that fr->ß0f is an isomorphism from the

F-algebra C*(X, F) onto the F-algebra C(ß0X, F). From this fact and Theo-

rem 2 the assertion follows readily (cf. [12, 10.5]).

To obtain meaningful analogues of the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem and

the description of ßX as the set of all z-ultrafilters, we need to know conditions

implying that the intersection of two F-zerosets is an F-zeroset and that disjoint

F-zerosets have disjoint closures in ß0X.

We shall say that a subset A of X is a Cs-set if A is the intersection of

a countable family of clopen subsets of X.

THEOREM 4. If F contains a sequence (X„)„>0 of nonzero elements

converging to zero, then the F-zerosets of X are precisely the C6-sets.

Proof. To show that an F-zeroset is a C6-set, it suffices to find a sequence

(Vn)n> j  of clopen neighborhoods of zero in F suchthat n~=1Kn = {0}; for

then, if fEC(X, F), Z(f) = C\n*=xrl(Vn), aC6-set. Let Vx be a symmetric,

clopen neighborhood of zero distinct from F  We define (Vn)n>x  inductively

as follows:  Given  Vn, let  Vn+X  be a symmetric clopen neighborhood of zero

suchthat  Vn + x + Vn + xCV„,  Vn + xVn + x CVn, andF„+1ÇA0F„ n---n

\Vn. Then (Vn)n>x  is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for

a ring topology S on F.  Indeed, we need only verify that, if ß E F and if

n> \, there exists p > 1 such that ßVp QVn. As lim^^.«,^ = 0, there

exists m suchthat ß\m EVn+x. Then ßVn+m + x Q V„, for ßVn+m + x C

ß*mVn+m C Vn + xVn+m C Vn + xVn + x Q V„. But a ring topology on the field

F is either Hausdorff or the trivial topology   {F,0} (for the closure of {0} is

an ideal). As  Vx ¥= F, therefore, S is Hausdorff, so n^=1Fn= {0}.

Conversely, let A=C\™-0Cn, wnere (CJnX) is a decreasing sequence

of clopen sets and C0 = X. The function f.X —* F, defined by f(x) = \

for all x E Cn - Cn + x, n > 0, and f(x) = 0 for all xEA, is easily seen to be

continuous since limn_,„Xn = 0, and clearly Z(f) = A.

Theorem 5.  Of the following conditions, if one of Io - 3° holds, then

the intersection of two F-zerosets of X is an F-zeroset. If X is ultranormal, or

if one of 1° - 5° holds, then any two disjoint F-zerosets of X have disjoint

closures in ß0X.

Io F is not algebraically closed.

2° F possesses a sequence of nonzero elements converging to zero.

3° F is discrete.

4° F is a proper subfield of an ultraregular topological field K.

5°  The topology of F is given by a valuation.
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Proof.  If X is ultranormal, then ß0X = ßX by Theorem 1, and disjoint

closed subsets of X have disjoint closures in ßX since, by normality, they are

contained in disjoint R-zerosets.

Assume that Io holds, and let P = X" + an_xXn~l + ■ • • + axX + a0

be an irreducible polynomial of degree n > 2 over F.  Let /, g E C(X, F),

and let h =fn + an_xf-lg + ••• + axff~l + a^. Then Z(h) = Z(f)D

Z(g), for if g(x) * 0 and if \ = f(x)/g(x), then h(x)/g(x)" = P(X) ± 0, so

h(x) J= 0, and if g(x) = h(x) = 0, clearly also f(x) = 0. Thus the intersection

of two F-zerosets is an F-zeroset.  Assume further that Z(f) n Z(g) = 0.  Then

h(x) =É 0 for all x E X; thus if k =f"/h, then k(x) = 0 for all x E Z(f) and

k(x) =1  for all x S Z(g); consequently, if V is a clopen neighborhood of zero

in F that does not contain 1, k~l(V) is a clopen neighborhood of Z(f) dis-

joint from Z(g); therefore by Theorem 1, Z(f) n Z(g) = 0.

Assume that 2° holds.  By Theorem 4, the intersection of two F-zerosets

is an F-zeroset. Also by Theorem 4, to prove that disjoint F-zerosets have dis-

joint closures in ß0X, it suffices by Io to find an ultraregular, metrizable, in-

discrete field that is not algebraically closed.  Such a field is the field Q    of

p-adic numbers for any prime p, for by Eisenstein's criterion, X" -p is ir-

reducible over Q    for all n > 1.

If F is discrete, the F-zerosets are the clopen sets, and the assertions

follow by Theorem 1.

Assume that 4° holds. By 1°, we may assume that F is algebraically

closed. Therefore K contains an element X transcendental over F. The sub-

field F(X) is then an ultraregular topological field satisfying 1°, for X2 - X

is irreducible over F(X). Since every F-zeroset of X is clearly an F(X)-zeroset,

the assertion follows.

If 5° holds, then so does 4° by [7, Proposition 2, p. 161].

An F-z-ultrafilter, of course, is a maximal member of the class of all filter

bases consisting of F-zerosets, ordered by inclusion.  Statement 1° of the fol-

lowing theorem is an ultraregular analogue of the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem;

statement 2° provides an alternative description of ßQX, paralleling that given

in [12,6.5].

Theorem 6. For each a E ßQX, let  ma= {fE C(X, F): aE Zjf)}

(where the closure is taken in ßQX), and let Ua - {Z: Z is an F-zeroset of X

and a E Z}.

Io If any two disjoint F-zerosets of X have disjoint closures in ßQX

(see Theorem 5), then a \—> ma is a bijection from ß0X onto the set of all

maximal ideals of C(X, F).
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2° // the intersection of any two F-zerosets of X is an F-zeroset, and if

any two disjoint F-zerosets of X have disjoint closures in ßQX (see Theorem 5),

then a\->üa is a bijection from ßQX onto the set of all F-z-ultrafilters, and

moreover, m I—> Z[m ] = {Z(f): fEm) is a bijection from the set of all max-

imal ideals of C(X, F) onto the set of all F-z-ultrafilters.

Proof.  We shall first show that if any two disjoint F-zerosets of X have

disjoint closures in ß0X, then Z(f) n Zjg) = Z(f) n Z(g) for all /, g E C(X, F).

If F is discrete, Z(f) and Z(g) are clopen sets; using the fact that X - C =

ßQX - C for any clopen subset C of X (Theorem 1), one may easily show

that A n B = A n B for any clopen sets A, B of X.  Therefore we may as-

sume that F is not discrete, whence there exists y EF unequal to 0 or 1.

Let a E Z(f) n Z(g), let  V be a clopen neighborhood of a in ß0X, and let

W = X C\V. Let U be a clopen neighborhood of 0 in F such that  1 Ö U.

We define /,: X-+ F by fx(x) =f(x) if x Ef-l(U), fx(x) = 7 if x E X -

f~x(U). As/-1([/) is clopen,/j  is continuous; clearly Z(f) = Z(fx).  Let

f2 = fx - ip, where <p is the characteristic function of X - W. One easily veri-

fies that f2 E C(X, F) and that Z(f2) = Z(f) n W. Similarly there exists g2

E C(X, F) such that Z(g2) = Z(g) n W. As V is open, a EZJj) OVQ

Z(f) C)V = Z(f) r\W = Zjf2), and similarly a E Z(g2). Therefore as disjoint

F-zerosets have disjoint closures in ßQX, we conclude that 0 =£ Z(f2) O Z(g2)

C Z(f) n Z(g) n V.  Hence a E Z(f) n Zfe).

For notational convenience, for each clopen subset C of /30Z let fc be

the restriction to X of the characteristic function of ß0X - C; thus Z(fc) =

X C\C, so Z(fc) = C. To prove Io, we shall first show that  ma is a proper

ideal. If f,gE ma, then a E Zjf) n Zfe) = Z(f) n ZÇg) ÇZ(/+ g), so / +
|6 ma, and if A G C(X, F), then a EZ(f) CZ(fh), so //i G mfl. Clearly

the constant function 1 does not belong to  m„. Hence  ina is a proper ideal.

Next, we shall prove that if a ¥= b, then  ma Ö mb. Indeed, let C be a clopen

subset of ß0X containing a but not b; then clearly fc E ma but fc Ö mb.

If m is a maximal ideal of C(X, F), by Lemma 1 there exists a G ßQX such

that m Ç ma, whence m = mfl as mfl is a proper ideal. To complete the

proof of Io, therefore, we need only show that each ma is a maximal ideal.

By Krull's theorem, there is a maximal ideal  m  containing   ma, and by the

preceding, m = mb for some bEßaX; thus ma Q mb, so a = b and

m   = mb = m  as we saw above.

To prove 2°, we first note that by the first paragraph of the proof, Ua

is indeed a filter base of F-zerosets.  Suppose that U is a filter base of F-zero-

sets strictly containing Ua, and let Z G (J be such that Z £ Ü a. Then a£Z,
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so there is a clopen neighborhood C of a in ß0X such that C C\Z = 0. Con-

sequently, Z(fc)EUa, so 0 = Z(fc)nZE U, a contradiction.  Hence  Ua is

an F-z-ultrafilter.  For any clopen neighborhood C of a, Z(fc) E [\a and

Z(fc) Q C, so Ua converges to a; therefore  Ua # Uô if a =£ Ô.  If U is an

F-z-ultrafilter on AT, then U has an adherent point a G ¿L^ as ßQX is com-

pact, so aGZ for all ZGU, whence  UQUa and therefore U = Ua. The

final assertion of 2° follows from the fact that, for any a G ßQX, Z[ma] = Ua.

2.  Repletions.  Throughout this section, F is a complete, separated uni-

form space, X a Hausdorff topological space. We denote by C(X, F) the weak-

est uniform structure on X making each / G C(X, F) uniformly continuous. We

call X an F-replete space if C(X, F) is complete and compatible with the top-

ology of X; any F-replete space containing X as a dense subset is called an

F-repletion of X.

By [5, Proposition 8, p. 203, and Corollary, p. 210], X is F-replete if and

only if X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of the cartesian product FB for

some set B.  Four consequences follow immediately:  (1) Cartesian products

and closed subspaces of F-replete spaces are F-replete.  (2) The topological space

F is F-replete. (3) If X is F-replete, then X remains F-replete when the uni-

form structure of F is replaced by any other compatible, complete uniform struc-

ture; thus F-repleteness does not depend on the given uniform structure of F, but

only on its topology. (4) If G is also a separated, complete uniform space and

if the topological space F is G-replete, then any F-replete space is also G-replete

(for if X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of FA  and if F is homeomorphic

to a closed subset of GB, then X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of GBX"4).

In particular, if F is G-replete and if G is F-replete, then the F-replete and the

G-replete spaces coincide.

The R-replete spaces are precisely the realcompact spaces; clearly also the

[0, 1]-replete spaces are the compact spaces, and the {0, l}-replete spaces are the

compact ultraregular spaces.  By (4), if F is a realcompact topological space,

then every F-replete space is realcompact.

The preceding remarks show that X is F-replete if and only if X is F-com-

pact in the sense of Mrówka. The theory of F-compactness and F-compactiflca-

tions, introduced in [10], has been developed in [18], [19], [4], [8], [9] and

generalized in [14]. Our approach is less general than that of Mrówka since we

require that F admit a compatible, separated, complete uniform structure. How-

ever, in the only particular cases extensively explored, F has a naturally associated

complete uniform structure. More importantly, we believe that the use of uniform

structures permits a more comprehensible discussion of F-repletions (i.e., F-com-

pactifications).
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If C(X, F) is compatible with the topology of X, we denote by vFX the

completion of X for   C(X, F). By [5, Proposition 14, p. 221], C(vFX, F) is

the uniform structure of vFX, so vFX is an F-repletion of X to which each

fE C(X, F) has a continuous extension.  If X is F-completely regular, we may

identify vFX topologically with the subspace X" of ßFX defined by X1 =

{x G ßFX: (ßFf)(x) G F for ail fE C(X, F)}.  Indeed, standard theorems about

uniform spaces (especially [5, Proposition 9, p. 211 and Proposition 3, p. 206])

imply that X1, equipped with the uniform structure C(^, F), is the completion

of X for C(X, F). If F = R and if X is completely regular, the space vFX,

identified in this way with a subspace of ßX, is the classical Hewitt realcompacti-

fication vX of X. If F and X are ultraregular, we shall always consider vFX

a subspace of ß0X = ßFX by means of this identification; thus

VpX « {x G ß0X: (ß0f%x) G F   for ail   fE C(X, F)}.

A general study of extensions of a topological space, of which F-repletions

form an example, has been undertaken in [17], [29], [15].  For example, the

intersection of F-replete subsets of X is F-replete [15, Lemma 2] ; if X is

F-replete and if / G C(X, Y), then f~lW) is F-replete for any F-replete sub-

space B of Y [15, Proposition 1].  Similarly, analogues of [12, 8.16, 8.17]

hold for F-replete spaces.

Let fE C(X Y), where (XX, F) and C(Y, F) are compatible with the topologies of

X and Y respectively. One may easily show that / is uniformly continuous

for C(X, F) and C(Y, F), and consequently / has a continuous extension

vFf: vFX—► vFY. (If X and  Y are F-completely regular, vFf is simply the

function obtained by restricting the domain of ßFf to vFX and its codomain

to vFY.) In particular, every continuous function from X into an F-replete

space has a continuous extension to vFX.

If F is compact, then (XX, F) = C*(X, F), so  C(X, F) = C*(X, F), and

hence vFX = ßFX. Thus F-repletions are primarily of interest only when the

complete uniform space F is not compact.

An important description of the realcompactification vX of a completely

regular space X isthat vX = {xEßX: for every sequence (Vn)n>x  of neigh-

borhoods of x in ßX, C\^=xVn C\Xi^0}. Analogously, for any ultraregular

space X, we define v0X to be the set of all x G ßQX such that for every se-

quence (Vn)n>x  of neighborhoods of x in ß0X, D^=xVn n X # 0. We shall

say that an ultraregular space X is a Q0-space if X = v0X. (Another general-

ization of this description of a realcompactification is given in [29, Chapter III].)

We shall identify a class of complete uniform spaces, F, including the dis-
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crête space N of natural numbers, such that for every ultraregular space X,

vFX = v0X. Even for the case F = N, the most intensively studied case after

realcompactifications, no information regarding repletions (i.e., N-compactifica-

tions) has hitherto been available. This description yields at once the known re-

sult that every realcompact space that is strongly ultraregular in the following

sense is N-replete (no example of an N-replete space that is not strongly ultra-

regular is known, and Roy's example [25], [26] of a realcompact ultraregular

space A that is not ultranormal is known not to be N-replete [22] ).

An ultraregular space X is strongly ultraregular if B0(X) = C*(X, R),

whence ß0X - ßX. By Theorem 1, every ultranormal space is strongly ultraregu-

lar. Conditions equivalent to strong ultraregularity are given in [22, Theorem 2].

Theorem 7. Let X and F be ultraregular. If F is realcompact and

strongly ultraregular, then v0XCvFX. If F is not compact, then vFXCv0X.

Proof.  Suppose that F is realcompact and strongly ultraregular, and that

x0 G ß0X - VpX. Then there exists fE C(X, F) such that (ß0fj(x0) E ßQF -

F = ßF - F. Thus as F is realcompact, there is a decreasing sequence (Vn)n>x

of open neighborhoods of (j30/Xx0) suchthat C\"=lVn C\F=0. Then Wn =

(ßof)~l(Vn) is an °Pen neighborhood of x0 in ß0X for all n > 1, and

n;=1 Kn x-a s° *o g ßo* - "o*
Next, suppose that F is not compact and that x0 G ß0X - v0X.   As ß0X

is ultraregular, there is a decreasing sequence (Cn)n>0 of clopen neighborhoods

of x0 such that C0 = ß0X and n™=0C„ O X = 0. As F is not precompact,

there is an entourage U for which no finite cover of F by U-smaü sets exists.

Let I7 be a symmetric entourage such that  V2 Q U.   Then for each x EX,

V(x) is ÍZ-small, so there exists a sequence (a,)/>0 such that a¡EF - U;<lK(a;)

for all i > 1.  Let /: X —► F be defined by f(x) = a¡ for all x G X fî

(C¡ - Ci+X), i > 0. Then as X C\ (C¡ - Ci+X) is open in X, f is continuous.

Let D = {af: i > 0}, which is clearly a closed, discrete subspace of F, and let

g be the continuous extension of / to vFX.  Then g(vFX) C D since D is

closed in F, X is dense in vFX, and g(X) C D.   Suppose that x0 G vFX.

Then g(x0) = ar for some r > 0; as  {ar} is open in D, U = g~1(ar) is an

open neighborhood of x0 in vFX. Now U n Cr+ x is an open neighborhood

of x0 in vFX, so there exists x EU <^Cr+, n X; thus f(x) = g(x) = ar as

x EU, but /(x) G {ûj.: i > r} as x G Cr+ x C\ X, a. contradiction. Hence

x0 S VpX.

The first assertion of the following theorem is evident; the second follows

from Theorem 7.
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Theorem 8.  An ultraregular Lindelbf space is a Q0-space. If F is ultra-

regular but not compact, every ultraregular Lindelöf space is F-replete.

The second assertion of the following theorem was proved by different

methods in [14, Theorem 6.4] and [22].

Theorem 9. Let F be a realcompact, strongly ultraregular, noncompact

space (as F is realcompact, F admits a compatible complete uniform structure,

namely,  C(F, R)).

Io For any ultraregular space X, vFX = v0X = uNX

2° F is N-replete, and N is F-replete.

Proof.  Since N is realcompact, strongly ultraregular, but not compact,

Io follows from Theorem 7.  As remarked earlier, F is F-replete and N is N-re-

plete; hence by Io, F = vFF = vNF, so F is N-replete, and N = uNN = vFN,

so N is F-replete (Theorem 8 also implies that N is F-replete).

For example, if A is Roy's space, then vFA = u0A = uNA=3tA = vA.

3. Repletions relative to complete topological fields. Throughout this sec-

tion, F is a complete Hausdorff topological field.

Theorem 10. Let X and F be ultraregular. For each a E vFX, let ua:

fV^(vpfj(a), fEC(X,F).  Then a\-*ua is a homeomorphism from vFX onto

the set H of all characters of the F-algebra C(X, F), equipped with the weak-

est topology such that for each f G C(X, F), u\-* u(f) is continuous from H

into F.

Proof.  It is easy to verify that ua E H. To show that a |—» ua is sur-

jective, let uEH, and let   m = ker u. By Lemma 1, there exists a G ßQX

suchthat (j3o/Xa) = 0 for all /G m. Given fEC(X,F), let X = u(f), and

let g = f - X. 1. Then u(g) = 0, so (j30gXa).= 0. Let  F be a filter on X

converging to a; then ]imfg = (ßQg)(ä) = 0, so (ß0f)(a) = limF/=IirrL(X.l + g)

= \ = u(f)EF. Consequently, aEvFX. Thus ker uC ker ua, so u=ua as

both are homomorphisms whose kernels have codimension 1. The remaining

verifications are easy.

The following corollaries are analogues of the original characterizations of

realcompact spaces and realcompactifications in terms of maximal ideals of

ax, r).

Corollary 1.  If X and F are ultraregular, then X is F-replete if and

only if for each character u of C(X, F)  \for each maximal ideal m  of C(X, F)

of codimension one] there exists aEX such that u(f) = f(a)  \f(a) = 0] for

all fEC(X,F) \forall /em].
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Corollary 2.  Let X and F be ultraregular. If any two disjoint F-zero-

sets, of X have disjoint closures in ßQX (see Theorem 5), then the bijection

a\—» ma of Io of Theorem 6 takes vFX onto the set of all maximal ideals of

C(X, F) of codimension one.

Proof. First we observe that if a e vFX, then ma = ker ua. Indeed, as

both ma and ker«a are maximal ideals, it suffices to prove that maÇker«a;

but if /e ma, then a G Z(f), so (vFf)(a) = 0, whence ua(f) = 0. In particu-

lar, if a G VpX. then ma has codimension one. Conversely, let m be a maxi-

mal ideal having codimension one. Then m = ker u for some u EH; by Theo-

rem 10, u = ua for some a G vFX, so   m = ker u = ker ua = m a.

Theorem 11. Let X and F be ultraregular, and let F either possess a

sequence of nonzero elements converging to zero or be discrete.  The bijection

a |-»Ua of 2° of Theorem 6 takes v0X onto the set of all F-z-ultrafilters that are

closed under countable intersection.

Proof.  If a&v0X, then there exists a sequence (Vn)n>x  of clopen

neighborhoods of a in ßQX suchthat 0™=lVn C\X=0. As  Vn is open, aE

Vn C Vn nx, so as  Vnr\X is an F-zeroset,  Vn O X E Ua. Consequently,

(Vn n X)n> x  is a sequence of members of Ua whose intersection does not be-

long to Ua.

Conversely, let a G v0X. We shall first show that if (W„)n>x  is any se-

quence of members of tia, then n~_, Wn ¥=0. Indeed, for each n > 1 there

exists, by Theorem 4, a sequence (Vn m)m>x  of clopen sets of X such that

wn = rC=1 Vj¡ m ■ A* aEWnÇVnm,V„m  is a clopen neighborhood of a

in ^and  VnmnX=Vnm. Thus

SO CO QO

f) w =   Ci  (V    nx)=   f)   v    nx*0
n=l n,m = l n,m = \

by the definition of v0X. Next, let (Zn)n>x  be any sequence of members of

Ua, and let Z = 0~=1Z„.  For any WEUa, Znw*0 by the preceding,

since each Zn^\ WE Ua- Hence U = {U: U is an F-zeroset of X containing

Z nw for some  W E Ua] is an F-z-ultrafilter containing Ua. Therefore II =

Ua, so Z = ZC\XEUa.

We are particularly interested in the case where the topology of F is either

ultrametrizable or given by a valuation. (A metric d on X is an ultrametric if

d(x, z) < max {d(x, y), d(y, z)} for all x, y, z G X.) In both cases there is a

fundamental system of idempotent symmetric entourages for the associated uni-

form structure of F that is totally ordered by inclusion (an entourage U is
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idempotent if U o U = U). Consequently, F and all of its subsets are ultranor-

mal (and hence strongly ultraregular) by the following theorem.

Theorem 12. // F is a separated uniform space for which there is a fun-

damental system U of symmetric idempotent entourages that is totally ordered

by inclusion, then F is ultranormal.

Proof. We may assume that F is not discrete, so that U has no smallest

member. The Dedekind completion of the totally ordered set U may be expli-

citly constructed as a subset of the entourages of F. Namely, let 4> be the set

of all subfamilies F of U having the following two properties:  there exists V

E U such that every member of F contains V; and if U E F and if WE [X

is an entourage containing U, then W E F.  Let U* = {DF: F G <ï>}. Clearly

U* is a set of symmetric idempotent entourages that contains U and is totally

ordered by inclusion, and every family G of members of (J* that is bounded

below (i.e., for which there exists  V G U contained in each member of G) ad-

mits an infimum in U* (namely, MG). Adjoining the diagonal subset A of

F x F to Ü*, which is smaller than each member of U* for the ordering Ç,

we may therefore define a "generalized ultrametric" d on F x F by d(x, y) =

the infimum (in U* U {A}) of all  UEU* suchthat (x,y)EU. One easily

shows that the uniform structure defined in an obvious way by d is the given

uniform structure. For each subset A of F and each xEF, let d(x, A) =

inf {d(x, a): a E A}. One easily establishes that d(x, A) = A if and only if

x G A  and that d(x, A) = d(y, A) whenever d(x, y) C d(x, A). From these

facts one may show that if A and B are disjoint closed subsets of F, then

C = {xEF: d(x, A)C d(x, B)} is a clopen set containing A and disjoint from B.

To apply the results of §2 to the case where F is a complete topological

field whose topology is either ultrametrizable or given by a valuation, we need to

determine necessary and sufficient conditions for F to be realcompact.  This

leads to the problem of measurable cardinals (a cardinal number m  is measurable

if there is a countably additive function p. from the set of all subsets of some set

X of cardinality m   into  {0, 1} such that p(X) = 1 and ju({x}) = 0 for all

xEX; the existence of measurable cardinals cannot be proved from the usual

axioms of set theory). Indeed, it is easy to show that the cardinality \X\ of a

set X is nonmeasurable if and only if the discrete topological space X is a

Q0-space. By a theorem of Shirota [27], [12, 15.20], a completely regular space

X is realcompact if and only if X admits a compatible complete uniform struc-

ture and the cardinality of every closed, discrete subset of X is nonmeasurable./

In particular, if X is a separated uniform space such that \X\ is nonmeasurable,

then its completion X    is realcompact (for as X    may be identified with a
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family of Cauchy filters on X, |ATA| < 2*lxl, and hence \X^\ is also nonmea-

surable).

In the cases under consideration, the condition that  |F| be nonmeasurable

is necessary as well as sufficient for F to be realcompact, as the following two

theorems show.

Theorem 13. An ultrametric space F is realcompact if and only if |F|

is nonmeasurable.

Proof.  The condition is sufficient, for as noted above, the completion of

F is realcompact, whence F is by [12,8.15]. Necessity:  Let (Un)n>x be a

fundamental system of idempotent entourages, and for each n > 1 let Dn be a

subset of F consisting of one point from each member of the open partition

Vn = {Un(x): x EF}. Then Dn is a closed discrete set, so  |l/„| = LD„[ is non-

measurable. Since x\-*(Un(x))n>x is an injection from F into n"=1l/n,|F|<

K0(sup„|l/„|), so |F| is nonmeasurable.

Theorem 14. Let F be a topological field whose topology is given by a

valuation v, and let k be the residue field of F. The following statements are

equivalent:

Io F is realcompact.

2°   \F\ is nonmeasurable.

3° Every subset of F is realcompact.

4°  \k\ is nonmeasurable.

Proof. Let T be the value group of v, let   T+ be the set of positive

elements of V, and let A be the valuation ring of v.   Assume Io.  For each

aGT+, let Va be the open partition  {I^(x): xEA}oî A determined by a,

where Va(x) = {y E A: v(x - y) > a}. A set Da consisting of one point in each

member of Va is then discrete and closed, so  |l/J ■ |£>a| is nonmeasurable. In

particular, the canonical epimorphism from A onto k takes Da onto k, so

JArJ is nonmeasurable. As v determines a bijection from k onto T+ U {+ <»},

|r+| is also nonmeasurable. Therefore as x H (^(x))aer     is an injection from

A into naer   \Ja, \A\ < |r+|(sup ll/J), and hence  \A\ is nonmeasurable. There-

fore  |F| < 2H| is nonmeasurable.

Next, assume 2°. As noted above, |F | is nonmeasurable. Moreover, the

multiplicative group F   - {0} of nonzero elements of F    is complete for its

associated uniform structure [6, Proposition 8, p. 85], and F   - {0} is there-

fore realcompact by Shirota's theorem.  For each a G F , F   - {a} is homeo-

morphic to F   - {0} and hence is also realcompact. Therefore every subset of

FA is realcompact [12, 8.17], and 3° holds.  By Krull's lemma [24, p. 80],
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|F| < |*|lrl, and hence as \T\ < 2\T+\< 2\k\, 4° implies 2°.

Applying Theorems 5, 6, 9, Corollary 2 of Theorem 10, and Theorems 11—

14, and recalling that a compact field is finite, we obtain the following summary:

Theorem 15. Let F be an infinite, complete topological field whose

topology is either ultrametrizable or defined by a valuation and whose cardinality

|F| is nonmeasurable, and let X be an ultraregular space.

Io Every subset of F is ultranormal, realcompact, and F-replete.

2° If X is F-replete, then X is realcompact.

3°  vFX = v0X, so X is F-replete if and only if X is a Q0-space.

4° If X is ultranormal, then vFX = v0X = vX, so X is F-replete if and

only if X is realcompact.

5°  The function a H ma = {fE C(X, F): aE Z(f)} is a bijection from

ßQX onto the set of all maximal ideals of C(X, F), and takes vFX onto the

set of all maximal ideals of codimension one.   Thus X is compact if and only

if each maximal ideal of C(X, F) is fixed, and X is F-replete if and only if

each maximal ideal of C(X, F) of codimension one is fixed.

6° // F is ultrametrizable, then the function a |—> Ua = {Z: Z is an

F-zeroset of X, and aEZ} is a bijection from ßQX onto the set of all F-z-ul-

trafilters, and takes vFX onto the set of all F-z-ultrafilters that are closed under

countable intersection.

The immanence of the problem of measurable cardinals in the theory of

repletions is further indicated by the following theorem.

Theorem 16. Let F be an infinite, complete, ultraregular topological

field such that \F\ is nonmeasurable, let X be ultraregular, and let (Xa)aSA

be an open partition of X.   Then X is F-replete if and only if \A\ is non-

measurable and each Xa is F-replete.

Proof. Necessity:  Each Xa is closed and hence is also F-replete.  Let

D be a set consisting of one element from each Xa. Then D is closed and

discrete, so since X is realcompact, \A\ = \D\ is nonmeasurable.

Sufficiency:   For each fEC(X,F) and each aEA, let fa be the

restriction of /to Xa. As (Xa) is an open partition of X, J: f\-»(fa) is an

isomorphism from the F-algebra C(X, F) onto the F-algebra fla^A C(Xa, F).

Let w be a character of C(X, F), and let u = w ° J~l. By a theorem of

Biafynicki-Birula and Zelazko [3], [31], there exist ß EA and a character v

of C(Xß, F) such that u = v ° pr^, where pr^ denotes the projection from

na(=AC(Xa,F) onto C(Xß,F). By Theorem 10, there exists b E Xß such

that v(h) = h(b) for all h E C(Xß, F). Hence for each fE C(X, F), w(f) =
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(v o pr^ o /)(/) as v(fß)=fß(b) = f(b). Therefore, by Theorem 10, X is F-replete.

The same proof establishes the corresponding result for realcompact spaces:

If (Xa)aGA  is an open partition of a completely regular space X, then X is

realcompact if and only if HI is nonmeasurable and each Xa is realcompact.

The first examples of nonrealcompact completely regular spaces were

noncompact pseudocompact spaces. We recall that a subset F of a topological

field F is bounded if for every neighborhood  V of zero there is a neighbor-

hood U of zero such that BU Ç V;   an F-valued function is bounded if its

range is a bounded subset of F. The obvious generalization of the definition

of pseudocompactness is the following.

Definition. A Hausdorff space X is F-pseudocompact if C(X, F) is

compatible with the topology of X and if every continuous function from X

into F is bounded.

If F is a locally compact field, then the bounded subsets of F coincide

with the relatively compact ones, and consequently if X is F-pseudocompact,

then C*(X, F) = C(X, F). This holds much more generally, as the following

two theorems show.

Theorem 17. Let F be a complete, strongly ultraregular, realcompact

topological field that contains an unbounded sequence (ß„)n>x, and let X be

an ultraregular space.   The following statements are equivalent:

Io X is-F-pseudocompact.

2°  v0X = ß0X.

3°  vFX = ß0X.
4o  C(X,F) = C*(X,F).

Proof.  To show that Io implies 2°, let a EßQX, and let (Vn)n>x be

any decreasing sequence of clopen neighborhoods of a in ß0X such that  Vx =

ßQX. Suppose that D"=1F„ n X= 0. Then since  Vn n X*0 for all n > 1,

we may assume that (VnC\ X)n>x  is a strictly decreasing sequence of clopen

subsets of X. The function /: X —* F, defined by f(x) = ßn for all x G

(V„ - V„ + x) Ci X, is an unbounded, continuous function, a contradiction.

Consequently, a G v0X.

By 1° of Theorem 9, 2° implies 3°. Since each fE C(X, F) has a con-

tinuous extension to vFX, 3° implies 4°.  Since a relatively compact subset of

F is bounded, 4° implies Io.

Theorem 18. Let F be a Hausdorff topological field.  (1) If F pos-

sesses a sequence of nonzero elements converging to zero, then F possesses an

unbounded sequence.  (2) If the topology of F is given by a proper valuation

v, then F has an unbounded sequence if and only if F is metrizable.
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Proof. (1) Let V be a neighborhood of zero such that 1 € V, and let

(X„)n>, be a sequence of nonzero elements converging to zero. Let ßn = X^"1.

Suppose that (ß„)„>x were bounded. Then there would exist a neighborhood

U of zero such that (ßn)U ÇV. Let m be such that Xm G U; then 1 =

ßm\„EV, a contradiction.

(2) Let T be the value group of v.   A subset F of F is bounded if

and only if v(B) has a lower bound in T. Consequently, if (X„)n>,  is a se-

quence of nonzero elements, then \imn_+„\ = 0 if and only if QÇ1)n>l is

unbounded; but if lim,,.,.«^ = 0, then (\A)n>x is a fundamental system of

neighborhoods of zero, where A is the valuation ring, so F is metrizable.

In contrast, let F be a complete field whose topology is given by a proper

valuation v but is not metrizable (equivalently, the value group of v has no

cofinal sequence). Then every a-compact ultraregular space X is F-replete and

F-pseudocompact. Indeed, if X = \J"=1Kn, where each Kn is compact, then

X is F-replete by Theorem 8 and 3° of Theorem 15; if /G C(X, F), then for

each n > 1  there is a lower bound an of v(f(Kn)) since f(Kn) is compact

and hence bounded, so a lower bound of (a„)n>x is a lower bound of v(f(X)).

4. Measure-theoretic interpretations. Throughout this section, X is an

ultraregular space, and F is a complete, Hausdorff topological field for which

the set 1/ of open additive subgroups is a fundamental system of neighborhoods

of zero.

The topology Tu of uniform convergence on C*(X, F) is easily seen to

make C*(X, F) a topological F-algebra (to verify that for each fEC*(X, F),

g\-*gf and Xr-»X/ are continuous at zero, recall that f(X) is relatively com-

pact and hence bounded in F).  For each  VE (/, let  Vu = {fE C*(X, F):

f(X) Ç V); then  \JU = {Vu: VE (/} is a fundamental system of neighborhoods

of zero in C*(X, F) for Tu. We shall denote by C*(X, Ff the topological

dual of C*(X, F), equipped with the topology T„.

We denote by S(X) the algebra of all clopen subsets of X, and by

M(X, F) the set of all bounded, finitely additive functions from S(X) into F.

A finitely additive F-valued function p. defined on an algebra S of sets is

monotone if for all S, S' E S, if p(S) = 0 and if S' Q S, then p(S') = 0. We

denote by M0(X, F) the set of all monotone members of ¡A(X, F) whose range

is  {0, 1}. (If the characteristic of F is not 2, every member of fA(X, F) whose

range is  {0, 1} is monotone.) We recall (Theorem 3) that there is a bijection

a\-*ua from ß0X onto the set H(X, F) of all characters of the F-algebra

C*(X, F), where ua(f) = (ßj%a) for all fE C*(X, F).

For each v E C*(X, Ff, we denote by pv the function from S(X) into
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F defined by pv(S) = v(<ps) for ail SE S(X), where <ps is the F-valued char-

acteristic function of S.

Theorem 19. (1) v\->Pv is a bijection from C*(X, Ff onto U(X, F).

(2) H(X, F) C C*(X, Ff, i.e., every character of C*(X, F) is continuous for

Tu. (3) v G H(X, F) if and only if pv E M0(X, F).

Proof. (1) Clearly pv is a finitely additive function. We shall show

that the range Bv of pv is bounded.  Since every subset of a discrete field is

bounded, we shall assume that F is not discrete.  Let  VE (/; there exists

UE (/  such that UUCV. As v is continuous, there exists (CG 1/  such that

v(Wu) ÇU. Let a be a nonzero member of W. Then for any S E S(X), aps

E Wu, so pv(S) • (aU) = v(a*s) • UQUUCy, thus Bv(aU) Q V.

To complete the proof of (1), we shall show that if p E }A(X, F), then there

is a unique v G C*(X, Ff such that pv = p. Let D(X, F) be the algebra of

all continuous F-valued functions on X with finite range.  Each member of

D(X, F) is uniquely of the form EjLjX,-^. where  {Sx, • • •, Sn} is an open

partition of X and (XjOk,-^ is a sequence of distinct scalars. We define

v: D(X, F) —► F by

\/=l '/      i=l

It is easy to verify that v is a linear form on D(X, F) and, indeed, is the only

linear form such that v(ys) = p(S) for all 5 G S(X). To show that v is con-

tinuous, let  VE f, and let WE (/ be such that WB Ç V, where Fis the

range of p. If {Sx, • • •, Sn} is an open partition of X and if (\)x<i<„ is

a sequence of scalars such that S^-jX,^. G Wu, then

A Ê Vs ) = £ W«) £n.WBCn-V=V
\i=i       '/     í=i

as V is a subgroup. Thus v is continuous on D(X, F). Now D(X, F) is dense

in C*(X, F). To see this, let /e C*(X, F), and let K£|/. As f(X) is rel-

atively compact, there exist Xj, • ■ • , X,,, e f(X) such that Xx + V, ... , \m +

V are distinct (and hence disjoint) cosets of the subgroup  V and their union

contains f(X). Let S^f1^-*- V), 1 < / < m.  Then  {Sx, ... ,Sm} is an

open partition of A-, and 2^X^-/6 Fu. Consequently, as v is a con-

tinuous linear form on D(X, F) and as F is complete, v has a unique continu-

ous extension to C*(X, F).
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(2) By Theorem 3, it suffices to show that for each a G ß0X, ua: /H

(ß0f)(a) is continuous for Tu. But for any  VE \J, ua(Vu) Ç V, since if /G

Vu, then f(X) C V, whence (ß0fYß0X) ÇKas  F is closed.

(3) For each a G ^X we shall denote by pa the member /¿u    of

IÁ(X, F) associated to the character ua. Then, for every SE S(X), Pa(S) =

ua(ys) = (ßoVsfa) = V^ (¿0> where closure refers to ß0X; thus «aCS) is  1  or 0

according as a ES or aSS. Therefore ua G Mq^, F).  Conversely, let u G

U0(X, F), and let v G C*(X, Ff be such that pv = p. We shall first show that

if 5 and T are clopen sets, then v(ipsipT) = v(ys)v(ipT). If either p(S) = 0 or

p(T) = 0, then p(S n T) = 0 as m is monotone, so v(ys<pT) = p(S n 7) = 0 =

p(S)p(T) = v&sMipj.). Suppose that m(S) = M(D = 1. Then p(X - T) = 0 as

ju(X - 7) + ju(F) = p(X) =1, and hence p(S - T) = 0 as S-TCX-T.

Therefore vO^j.) = p(S n 7) = 1 = vO^MtfV) since mC? n F) + ju(5 - F) =

p(S) = 1.  From this equality, it follows readily that v is a character.

Theorem 20.  Let F be a complete metrizable field whose open additive

subgroups form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero, and let X be an

ultraregular space.   (1) For each a E ßQX, let H(a) = {T QX: there is a C6-

ser C contained in either T or X - T such that a EC).  Then  H(a) is an

algebra containing all C6-sets of X.  (2)  We define pa: H(a) —> {0, 1} by pa(T)

= 1 if there exists a C6-set C contained in T such that a EC,  pa(T) = 0

otherwise.  Then pa is a monotone, finitely additive function.  (3) a E v0X if

and only if H(a) is a a-algebra, in which case pa is countably additive.

Proof.  (1) follows from Theorems 4, 5 and 2° of Theorem 6.  (2)  If

re H(a), then pa(T) =1 if and only if pa(X -T) = 0 by Theorem 1.  From

this it follows readily that pa is finitely additive and monotone. (3) follows

from Theorem 11.

Corollary. Let B(X) be the o-algebra generated by the clopen subsets

of X. For each a E v0X, let va denote the restriction of pa to B(X).  Then

a\—va is a bijection from v0X onto the set of all monotone, countably additive

functions from B(X) onto  {0, 1}.

These theorems generalize material of [2].

5.  Bornologicity of C(X, F). Here we shall prove the analogue of the theo-

rem of Nachbin [20] and Shirota [28] that C(X, R), equipped with the topology

of compact convergence, is bornological if and only if X is realcompact. We as-

sume familiarity with the terminology introduced in [30].

Theorem 21. Let F be a complete, indiscrete, nonarchimedean-valued
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field such that \F\ is nonmeasurable, and let X be an ultraregular space. Then

C(X, F), equipped with the topology of compact convergence, is bomological if

and only if X is F-replete.

Proof.  Necessity:   Suppose that X were not F-replete.  By Theorem 15

there would exist s e v0X - X. A proof similar to the corresponding part of

the proof in [20] would then establish that h: /r— (u0/)(s) is a bounded, discon-

tinuous linear form.

Sufficiency:  Again, the proof is similar to Nachbin 's proof in [20].  Let  V

be a convex subset of C(X, F) absorbing every bounded subset.  A supporting

set for  V is any compact subset K of ßQX such that / e V whenever / van-

ishes on K n X. The proof reduces to showing that if z e ßQX - X, then there

is a supporting set for V to which z does not belong.  By hypothesis, X = v0X,

so there is a decreasing sequence (Cn)n>l  of clopen neighborhoods of z such

that Cx = ßQX and fl™=,C„ C\X= 0 Thus {£/„: n > l}is an open partition of

X, where Un= (Cn - Cn + x)C\ X. Since z Ö ßQX - Cn, it suffices to show

that some ßaX - Cn is a supporting set for  V.

Suppose not.  Let  |a|>l. We first show that for each m there exists a

continuous function not in  V that vanishes outside U* for some j>m.  Let

kn and k'n be the characteristic functions of Cn n X and Un fl X respectively.

As ß0X - Cm  is not a supporting set for  V, there exists / Ö V that vanishes

on X - Cm. Then limn_>00a"/Ä:n - 0 since for any compact subset K of X,

Cn n K = 0 and hence a"fkn vanishes on K for sufficiently large n. Therefore

V absorbs   {a"ßn}n>,.  Let ß E F be such that anfkn E ßV for all n > 1.

Then a"ß- lfk„ E V for all n > 1, so fkn E V for all   n such that |a|" >

|ß|. However, f = fkm Ö F.  Let / be the greatest integer such that fkMV;

then / > m.   As fk¡ = ßj+, + fk'¡, we conclude that fk'j Ö P.  From this we

infer that there is a strictly increasing sequence (kj)^ x  and functions g, such

that g, <i V and g¡ vanishes outside Uk..  Let h be defined by h(x) -

dgj(x) if x G Uk., h(x) = 0 if x belongs to any other Un. Clearly h is con-

tinuous since each Un is clopen.  Since B={fEC(X,F):  \f(x)\ < \h(x)\ for

all x G X) is bounded, there exists y E F such that B Ç yV. Thus as a'g¡ E B,

we infer that a'y~lgf G K and hence gfE V whenever |a|' > \y\. Thus we

have obtained a contradiction.
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